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July 5, 2021
Via Electronic Mail (Fergusonmonitor@hoganlovells.com)
The Honorable Catherine D. Perry
Thomas F. Eagleton U.S. Courthouse
111 South 10 Street
St. Louis, MO 63102
RE:

United States v. City of Ferguson, Case No. 4:16-cv-0180-CDP, Written Comments
on Implementation of the Consent Decree

Dear Judge Perry:
On behalf of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (“LDF”), we submit the
following comments on the implementation of the above-captioned consent decree pursuant to the Court’s
order filed on May 17, 2021.1 Since its founding in 1940, LDF has partnered with federal and local
policymakers to address police violence and misconduct and achieve racial justice and equity for Black
people across the country.2 For the past seven years,3 LDF has worked with and supported community
members and activists in Ferguson and St. Louis, Missouri to advance laws, policies, and practices that
improve police accountability and public safety, including the creation, implementation, and monitoring of
the consent decree. It is with this wide-ranging experience and local engagement that we make the following
comments and recommendations.
1. The Parties' Lack of Notice and Transparency in Its Recent Policy Revisions Undermines
the Purpose and Spirit of the Consent Decree and Sows Mistrust in its Processes
The consent decree is “designed [] to increase transparency, strengthen accountability measures,
and increase community [] confidence that [Ferguson’s] systems are fair and consistent.”4 The consent
decree requires the City of Ferguson (“the City”) to solicit “meaningful civilian oversight”5 and “increase
opportunities for community engagement”6 during the revision and review of Ferguson Police
Department’s (“FPD”) policies and practices. In 2018, when the U. S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and
the City (“the Parties”) began to conduct the revision of FPD policies as required by the consent decree,
Ferguson residents and advocates7 pushed the Parties and Monitor to incorporate a 30-day public review
and comment period. Understanding the importance of community input, the Parties and Monitor agreed.8
Later that year, the Monitor memorialized this agreement in her Semiannual Report, clarifying that every
FPD policy would be subject to a 30-day public review and comment period (the “public comment period”),
and afterward, the Parties and Monitor would finalize the revised FPD policy, post the final version of the
policy on the Ferguson website for public view, and implement the policy with FPD roll-call training.9
The public comment period provided community members with an opportunity to carefully review,
understand, and make meaningful comments and edits to FPD’s policies. Though not explicitly required by
the consent decree’s terms, the Parties’ and Monitor’s inclusion of the 30-day comment period adhered to
the purpose and spirit of the consent decree10 and followed best practices11 because it prioritized
transparency in the City’s processes and the inclusion of residents’ input. During the first 30-day public
comment period, residents reviewed and submitted detailed feedback on 11 FPD Use of Force (“UOF”)

policies and accompanying appendices. 12 The Parties and Monitor then incorporated the community’s
recommendations and finalized the UOF policies.13 FPD officers eventually conducted roll-call training on
the policies, at which point the policies were implemented and published on the Ferguson website.14
At the January 12 and April 8, 2021 status hearings, Nicolle Barton, the Consent Decree
Coordinator, and the DOJ15 informed the public that the Parties made “minor language changes” to the
previously finalized and implemented UOF Policies.16 However, when community members sought clarity
on the extent and substance of the Parties’ changes, the Parties provided vague and conflicting responses.
Given this, the Neighborhood Policing Steering Committee (“NPSC”) invited the Parties to the June 17,
2021 NPSC meeting to explain the policy changes. During this meeting, the DOJ and Ms. Barton revealed
that within the last six months, the Parties made 1) technical and potentially substantive changes to multiple
UOF policies, including changes that define which officer actions constitute a UOF and changes to UOF
reporting requirements, and 2) changes to multiple other core consent decree policies, including FPD’s
citations and arrests policy and the stop, search, and arrest policy.17
The NPSC meeting revealed that, except for the minor changes to the UOF policies, the Parties had
not notified the community about the policy changes or discussed their extent or nature. The Parties also
had not solicited community feedback on any of the substantive changes. And despite residents’ clear and
strong frustration at this revelation and subsequent requests for more information, to date, the Parties have
not specified which changes they made and to which policies, published the updated policies online, or
created a process for community feedback on the revised policies.
We acknowledge the Parties’ authority to review and update FPD policies as needed 18 However,
when making changes to these policies,, the Parties must be transparent and meaningfully incorporate
community input.19 By not promptly complying with residents’ requests for transparency in the FPD policy
revision, particularly for FPD’s UOF policies, the Parties trivialize the role of residents in responding to
FPD’s violence and racially discriminatory policing20 that sparked public outcry and led to the DOJ’s
investigation. The DOJ’s investigation itself found that FPD disproportionately deployed “routinely
unreasonable[,] and sometimes clearly punitive” force on Ferguson’s Black residents, noting that in
“[n]early 90% of documented force used by FPD officers was used against African Americans” and “[i]n
every canine bite incident for which racial information is available, the person bitten was African
American.”21 Additionally, the DOJ report lists numerous examples of FPD violence on Black residents
without consequence.22 Ferguson residents have the biggest stake in ensuring every FPD policy is fair,
mandates bias-free policing, takes into account FPD’s past racially discriminatory conduct, and includes
accountability and transparency measures. Further, the Parties’ opacity endangers the integrity of the
consent decree process by sowing mistrust and is inconsistent with the Parties and Monitor’s stated
commitment to prioritizing community engagement and transparency.23 For example, at the April 8, 2021
status hearing, the consent decree coordinator promised to “upload all [] revised use-of-force policies onto
our post-consent decree policy page for the public to review.”24 Yet, nearly three months later, these revised
policies still have not been posted to the website or otherwise shared with Ferguson residents.
We urge the Parties and Monitor to prioritize community engagement and transparency by
immediately: 1) listing all policies the Parties have amended after they were initially finalized; 2) specifying
all technical and substantive changes within each policy and the basis for such changes; 3) updating the
Ferguson website to include the latest version of all finalized policies, including date of finalization, and
archiving prior policy versions; and 4) establishing a clear process by which the public is notified when
policies are changed and informed of when and how they will be able to review and/or comment on those
changes.
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2. To Restore Community Trust, the Parties and Monitor Should Establish a Clear
Process that Ensures Residents May Access the Latest Version of FPD Finalized Policies
and Have a Designated Timeframe to Review and Provide Comments on Recent and
Future Changes to Policies
The Parties’ lack of transparency regarding their recent changes to finalized policies comes on the
heels of 1) the Monitor’s failure to release a detailed status report on the implementation of the consent
decree for over a year,25 2) the Court permitting residents to speak directly to the Court only twice a year26
and then the elimination of residents’ speaking to the Court entirely,27 3) the Parties and Monitor’s
utilization of a Ferguson “community” survey that failed to include input from nearly 60% of Ferguson’s
Black residents,28 and 4) five years of implementing consent decree requirements without FPD ever
receiving in-service training on any of the revised policies, despite many policies—including the UOF
policies—being finalized years ago, and much more.29 While we commend the Parties and Monitor’s
progress on the consent decree’s implementation thus far, it is undeniable that Ferguson residents have
patiently waited through many delays, hurdles, and opposition. It is more than understandable that residents
expect a basic level of transparency and inclusion in a process as consequential as the revision of FPD’s
UOF policies. The Parties’ and Monitor’s failure to acknowledge or remedy this only continues to sow
mistrust.
To restore community trust, we urge the Parties to establish a clear process that specifies: how
residents will be informed of technical and substantive policy changes in a timely manner (with an
explanation of why such technical or substantive changes were necessary) and critically, how and when
residents will be able to view and provide comments on each changed policy. The Parties have indicated
that the next opportunity for residents to provide comments on the revised policies will be during the
consent decree mandated Annual Review for all implemented policies.30 But the consent decree only
requires the City to “review each policy or procedure within one year of its implementation.” We agree that
the Parties should permit the public to participate in the Annual Review process by establishing an annual
public comment period, with sufficient advance notice, which allows the public to comment on the Parties’
proposed changes and identify any additional changes to the policy and/or its implementation.
Additionally, the Parties must clarify when a policy is deemed “implemented,” beginning the oneyear clock towards the Annual Review. The DOJ has clarified that, based on the Monitor’s 2018 Report, 31
it interprets a policy’s date of implementation as the date FPD officers receive roll-call training on the
policy. However, it is unclear if that interpretation is shared by the Monitor, FPD, or the Court. Accordingly,
we ask that all Parties and the Monitor clarify these uncertainties.
3. FPD’s Failure to Implement Any In-Service Trainings In The Five Years since the Consent
Decree’s Implementation Indicates a Failing Training Process that Mandates Revision and
Court Intervention
Paragraph 48 of the consent decree requires all training to be “fully delivered within two years of
the [consent decree’s] Effective Date.” The effective date of the consent decree was April 19, 2016.32 In
the five years since the implementation of the consent decree, FPD has not completed any in-service training
on any FPD policy. In fact, FPD has not even completed roll-call training on all of the finalized policies—
despite the FPD’s description of the roll-call training as a “brief” overview of the revised policies,
completed in less than 30 minutes.33 We acknowledge that COVID-19 may have delayed some progress.
However, in the Year Three Workplan, the Monitor required FPD to create a training schedule by February
2019. As of the Monitor’s Winter 2021 report, the FPD had still not finalized a comprehensive training
schedule, and, to date, FPD has no Training Coordinator.
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The City’s failure to implement even the most perfunctory training requirements paralyzes the
consent decree progress in one of its most critical areas—FPD’s utilization of the revised policies. Without
the implementation of training and established accountability methods, FPD cannot be held accountable for
any failures to adhere to the revised policies, risking a continuation of Ferguson’s deep and shameful history
of violent and discriminatory policing. We urge the Monitor and DOJ to assist FPD in developing the plans,
curriculum, and staffing support necessary to implement all roll-call and in-service training, in a timely and
effective manner. To avoid any reliance on additional city funding and other city resources to fulfill FPD’s
training requirements, we urge the Monitor and Parties to identify and utilize pro-bono resources and grant
programs34 that may provide FPD with the financial and staffing support it needs to fulfill the consent
decree’s training requirements.
Conclusion
We urge the Court, Parties, and Monitor to adopt our recommendations to ensure timely and robust
community engagement, as the consent decree intends. Thank you for considering these recommendations.
If you have any questions, please contact Katurah Topps at ktopps@naacpldf.org or 212-965-2200.
Sincerely,
Katurah Topps, Policy Counsel
Puneet Cheema, Manager
Justice in Public Safety Project
Lisa Cylar Barrett, Director of Policy
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Dear Honorable Judge Perry,
Thank you for this opportunity to address the Court regarding the implementation of the City of Ferguson’s
Consent Decree.
Again, I understand that the selection of a city manager and/or selection of a police chief is not specifically
under the purview of this Court in its charge of supervising the Consent Decree. But it has already been
established that the leadership at the top of the city can have considerable impact on the City’s ability to
execute the Decree. This is still the case today, and the City’s decision regarding leadership has continued to
slow down and hinder progress in completing this Consent Decree. Thus, this comment is meant to be a
summary of how this leadership, or lack thereof, continues to impede the progress of implementing the
Consent Decree -- unnecessarily, and even, perhaps deliberately.
Ferguson City made a determined CHOICE to operate with an INTERIM CITY MANAGER for TWO years. This
was never necessary, and is highly unusual for any city of our size. It is clear that this was a political decision –
the majority on the Council at that time desired NOT to have a “non-aligned” person in charge. When the City
Council finally decided to suspend and dismiss this TWO-year INTERIM City Manager right before the natural
expiration of his existing contract, they gave no reason (and I still have not heard of one), and they then
commenced action to hire a new City Manager. Even this effort has shown a tendency to not be fully
transparent and contain a lack of sincerity in the desire to hire a best person for the job versus a person that
would be easy to influence (they have interviewed questionable finalists, and in the first round evidently
offered the job to the least qualified candidate, who subsequently decline the offer).
This same preference for “control by influence” happened with the hiring of the current police chief. With no
disrespect to Chief Armstrong, the Council was faced with two choices – to hire an “insider” who was up-tospeed and familiar with the consent decree process taking place, or to hire an outsider, who not only was
unfamiliar with the current consent decree process, but was also unfamiliar with the St. Louis area. The
Council chose to hire “the outsider.”
The Court will recall that the City has requested frequent allowances for the lack of “a Chief” at the police
department in the past, and then requested understanding as the new Chief became familiar with his new
position and surroundings. The Chief is finally at a point in his learning curve that he could become effective –
but, also during this time, he has lost significant ground in officer staffing levels – which was already a concern
when he arrived. Meanwhile, as he has learned much of what he needs to know about the consent decree
AND the area “market” for police officers, he has likely achieved his own personal goals of gaining police Chief
experience, and will probably leave for another position soon. When that occurs, we will face the possibility of
a new Police Chief again on the “learning curve.”
In review, it is possible that the City attorney will be asking for “allowances” for possible delays in
implementation surrounding the appointment of an Interim City Manager FOR the Interim City Manager. And I
would not be surprised if the City will be back at the next status hearing lamenting that they are in the process
of looking for another Police Chief. At this point, I consider the impediment to implementation that these
choices in leadership have produced as “unforced errors,” and as they continue to appear, should be less
worthy of your “grace” and understanding. These errors could have been avoided, with decisions that used
best management principles instead of power politics. I question the City’s willingness to accept the spirit of
the Consent Decree based on their continued seemingly subpar decisions regarding the City’s leadership.
Sincerely,
Cassandra Butler

